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About This Content

Sport Ultralight Panfish Pack is a unique set of premium ultralight sportfishing tackle that was meticulously pieced together to
maximize you chances of winning in any ultralight fishing competition! This superb selection of sportfishing tackle includes the
super FeatherLight 6' 3" Sport ultralight spinning rod and EspiraSlim 2500 Sport ultralight spinning reel that are twice as strong

and durable as their predecessors! Not to mention that you also get some of the sturdiest line, jig baits, jig heads and other
fishing goodies fit for a real sportfishing champion!

We put a lot of thought into assembling this Sport Ultralight Panfish Pack, so that you wouldn't have to! ;)
Sport Ultralight Panfish Pack is all about becoming a true ultralight fishing champion!

Sport Ultralight Panfish Pack includes:
* 20 BAITCOINS use to purchase advanced fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!

* 25 Storage Slots
* 1 Tackle Setup Slot

SPORTY RODS ‘N REELS
Rod:

* FeatherLight 6' 3" (190) Sport - Length: 6' 3" (1.9 m); Lure Weight: 1/32–1/4 Oz. (0.5-7 g); Power: Ultralight; Line Weight:
3–9 Lb. (1.5-4 kg); Action: Fast; Pieces: 2; Guides: 8

Reel:
* EspiraSlim 2500 Sport - Ratio: 5.4:1; Recovery: 31.5" (80 cm); Capacity: mono 8/100 (0.25/100), braid 10/125 (0.2/125);

Max Drag: 6.4 Lb. (2.9 kg)
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TERMINAL TACKLE - a selection of float tackle that you’ll need if you want to enjoy your ultralight fishing competition to
the fullest!

* Lines:
Mono .009" (0.23 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 6 Lb. (2.7 kg)
Braid .004" (0.1 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 5.5 Lb. (2.5 kg)

* Spoons: Nano Spoon 1/16 Oz. (2 g), #2 (X3)
* Spinners: Nano Spinner 1/16 Oz. (2 g), #2 (X3)

* Jig Heads: JigHead 1/14 Oz. (2 g), #4; JigHead 1/6 Oz. (5 g), #1; JigHead 1/10 Oz. (3 g), #2
* Jig Baits: Tube 2” (5 cm) (X4), Craw 1” (2.5 cm) (X2)

EQUIPMENT
* FishCabin S Keepnet - Max Single Fish Weight: 11 Lb. (5 kg); Total Fish Weight: 55 Lb. (25 kg); Fish-Friendly: yes
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Title: Sport Ultralight Panfish Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 27 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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A great game.
Branching storyline, small details that crop up, totally new layer on some starting professions, good writing.
My only 'meh' would be the amount of people you get by the end, feels a bit forced.
Then again, they dont come totally out of the blue.

Overall, a great first chapter.. Worth it for old sting and the Freebirds. If you are an old school wrestling fan who grew up on
90s and 80s pro wrestling you will love this. If you're a younger fan and just watch new stuff it may not be for you.. Tons of fun,
highly competitive, well made awesome to make some extremely cool team play goals. A bit of a learning curve but so isnt
many other competitve games. The dev is awesome and so are the other players. 10\/10 Was COMPLETELY worth my money!
Please give it a try it is a ton of fun!. Well if you want a experience a western front with a RO2 way,play this now.Everything is
balanced and they bring a huge improvements with every update.
I want a thanks to developers which they bring us this mod.. Great throwback turn-based-combat game! You just keep telling
yourself this is the last mission before bed. Then you realize at 3 AM you've over-committed and will have to call in sick to
work. I want to see more games like this in the future.

The concept is simply but you really have to use strategy to win battles. You also have to be careful to choose the right missions
or you will lose characters you have been working hard to level up. Save often. Part of the fun is the learning curve.. It's really a
shame, this game had potential but the way it was executed ruined it. The game was more frustrating than fun and the reason
being:

 - grinding excessively

- crafting new weapons and building your base to the max could of been fun if it was easier to find specific items and not just
have things randomly drop from enemies or chest\/breakable object.

- The map rearranges itself everytime you die or quit the game.

- This game needed a simple castlevania back dash to avoid enemy attack but instead your given a foward dash which only helps
you progress faster through the room.

- most of the main and side mission were about finding items, certain mssion also required me to find blueprints and upgrade.

- Certain doors\/shaft are locked which require a key to open them but if you die the map rearranges itself, forcing you to find
the key again.

Its been a awhile since I encounter a game that truly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off, I should of
stopped playing after 2 hours but I gave it too much of a chance.
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Welp... After 250 Hrs i can say... This is the most amazing, immersive and addictive sim out there.
The devs are always posting updates, fixing bugs and paying attention to what the community has to say.
Campaign can be a little more "complex".

MP is where this sim truly shines.. Nope, nope. Nope. It can be fun for a goof, but there's no actual game; the controls and tools
only make it frustrating and impossible at certain points, which is the only challenge. The game doesn't reward you for
succeeding by giving you better tools or higher-paying customers, it only allows you to keep on playing in case you don't fail and
spend your money on useless decorations. Feels like it was made specifically for let's play videos, which strikes me as
disingenuous. Would make for a fun minigame sequence within some other title.. A great little game, already extremely
engaging and polished for what it is. Absolutely can't wait to see what it becomes as it's worked on more and more.. Save the
Ninja Clan

Save the Ninja Clan is a unity based 2D side scrolling platformer similar to Super Meat Boy. You play a brave ninja who sets
out to rescue his ninja pals and stop the evil white ninja.

You start your journey with a green suit equipped with double jump and a knife you can throw to kill enemies, and later can
trade the green suit between a blue and black suit, which have the powers to sprint (blue), and puff into a cloud of smoke to
evade deadly traps (Similar to the rolling system from Guacamelee).

Your knife starts as just a basic knife. If an enemy shoots at you and your knife connects with it, it destroys the knife, but you
can throw them quickly and infinitely so throwing them non-stop is warranted. By collecting the 33 collectibles found in each
stage (1 per stage), you can use those collectibles to unlock new knife upgrades, such as a knife that goes through bullets,
rockets, etc. destroying them and continuing forward, or another knife that kills all enemies in one hit. There is one other
upgrade that allows for a knife spin, but other than the cool ninja effect, it doesn't seem to do much else. Each upgrade requires
7 collectibles, so 21 total for all 3, meaning you don't need to collect all the collectibles in the game to get them.

There are 34 levels total in the game, 31 basic platforming levels and 3 boss levels. There are a few tricky levels, but all-in-all
they are pretty basic when compared to some of the levels featured in Super Meat Boy. There are also nifty secret "glitch" areas
in 31 of the levels, which when accessed bring up a command prompt with witty humor as if the developer were watching you
break their game.

Save the Ninja clan features 30 achievements, all of which are relatively easy. I can honestly say the only two that were a bit
troubling were the achievements for beating 5 and 10 levels without dying, as you need to play 10 straight levels, you cannot
replay a level, and you cannot exit and go to another level. Still easily achievable with a bit of practice.

Overall, Save the Ninja Clan is a small game, but it's a game that for the price of $0.99, is still very much worth it. 34 levels, a
bunch of secrets, a small amount of easy to find collectibles, and an simple achievement completion to be had. Definitely
recommended.. Seems like a good idea but it falls short in the implementation. The maps are simply too small for the amount of
balls flying around. Capture the Flag in particular is an absolute nightmare due to the necessity of going over to the opponent's
side and back without dying. The hitboxes are also somewhat buggy; I spent a solid 10 seconds walking through and around my
flag, trying to get the game to register that I had scored a point.. Great game for parties, or big groups of friends, good for
comentary videos. Love the game and it's a blast to play. The gameplay isn't all that engaging, but the art and music and fairy
tale storytelling are just so damn charming. Lovely little short experience.. Dima! this game is awful. My eyes hurt a lot, but
honestly what's wrong with me? why would i waste my life to these ♥♥♥♥♥♥ games, i don't care bout that 3$ take that, it's
fine.. Bought this just to support the devs
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